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Abstract - The past two decades have witnessed three important international trends:
an increase in the number of democratic states; economic globalization; and educa-
tional reforms in light of the challenges of the new millennium. A great deal of research
has addressed educational change in relation to either globalization or democratiza-
tion, but little has been said about the complex interactions among all three processes.
In view of recent educational reforms in Hong Kong and Taiwan, the present contribu-
tion examines the local nature of education policy in a globalized age. It challenges
those globalization theories which minimize the role of the state and exaggerate
the power of globalization over local factors. In particular, it explores how the
governments of these two Chinese societies have employed democratization to generate
and legitimate reform proposals and have used economic globalization to justify
educational reforms. The study concludes by discussing the complex interrelations of
these processes, including tensions between global and local concerns in educational
reform.

Zusammenfassung - UMSETZUNG DER GLOBALISIERUNG UND DEMO-
KRATISIERUNG IN LOKALPOLITIK: BILDUNGSREFORMEN IN HONGKONG
UND TAIWAN- Die letzten zwei Jahrzehnte haben drei bedeutende internationale
Trends bestatigt: ein Anwachsen der Zahl demokratischer Staaten, die wirtschaftliche
Globalisierung und Bildungsreformen im Lichte der Herausforderungen des neuen
Jahrtausends. Viele Forschungsarbeiten haben sich mit dem Wandel der Bildung vor
dem Hintergrund von Globalisierung und Demokratisierung befasst, brachten aber nur
wenig Erkenntnis uiber die komplexen Interaktionen zwischen allen drei Prozessen.
Angesichts der jiingsten Bildungsreformen in Hongkong und Taiwan untersucht der
vorliegende Beitrag das Wesen lokaler Bildungspolitik im Zeitalter der Globalisierung.
Er begegnet solchen Globalisierungstheorien, die die Rolle des Staates minimieren
und den Einfluss der Globalisierung auf lokale Faktoren uibertrieben darstellen. Ins-
besondere untersucht er, wie die Regierungen dieser zwei chinesischen Gesellschaften
einen Demokratisierungsprozess praktiziert haben, um Reformplane zu entwerfen
und zu legitimieren, und wie sie die bkonomische Globalisierung nutzen, um die
Bildungsreformen zu rechtfertigen. Die Studie schliel3t mit einer Diskussion der
komplexen Beziehungen zwischen diesen Prozessen, wobei sie die Spannungen zwis-
chen globalen und lokalen Interessen im Rahmen der Bildungsreform nicht unbeachtet
lasst.

Resume - GLOBALISATION ET DEMOCRATISATION EN TRANSFERT DANS
LA POLITIQUE LOCALE: REFORME EDUCATIVE A HONG KONG ET TAI-
WAN - Les deux dernieres decennies ont temoigne de trois importantes tendances in-
ternationales : une augmentation du nombre des etats democratiques, une globalisation
economique, et des reformes educatives a la lumiere des defis du nouveau millenaire.
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Un grand nombre de recherches a aborde le changement educatif en relation ou bien
avec la globalisation ou bien avec la democratisation, mais on a peu parle des interac-
tions complexes de ces trois processus. Eu egard aux recentes reformes educatives a
Hong Kong et Taiwan, la contribution presente examine la nature locale de la politique
d'education dans un age globalise. Elle defie ces theories de la globalisation qui minimi-
sent le r6le de l'Etat et exagerent le pouvoir de la globalisation sur les facteurs locaux.
En particulier, elle examine comment les gouvernements de ces deux societes chinoises
ont employe la democratisation pour generer et legitimer des propositions de reformes
et ont utilise la globalisation economique pour justifier des reformes educatives. L'etude
conclue sur la discussion des interrelations complexes de ces processus, incluant les ten-
sions entre les preoccupations globales et locales dans la reforme educative.

Resumen- LA GLOBALIZACION Y LA DEMOCRATIZACION TRASLADA-
DAS A LA POLITICA LOCAL: LA REFORMA EDUCATIVA EN HONG
KONG Y TAIWAN - Las ultimas dos decadas han presenciado tres importantes
tendencias internacionales: un incremento del nuimero de estados democraticos, la
globalizaci6n de la economia y las reformas educativas a la luz de los retos que pre-
senta el nuevo milenio. Se ha dedicado al cambio educativo un gran numero de estu-
dios, relacionados ya sea con la globalizaci6n o con la democratizaci6n, pero muy
poco se ha dicho sobre las complejas interacciones que se producen entre estos tres
procesos. En vista de las recientes reformas educativas que tuvieron lugar en Hong
Kong y Taiwan, esta contribuci6n examina la naturaleza local de las politicas educa-
tivas en una era globalizada, desafiando a aquellas teorias de la globalizaci6n que
minimizan el papel del estado y exageran el poder que supuestamente ejerce la global-
izaci6n sobre factores locales. En.particular, explora c6mo los gobiernos de estas dos
sociedades chinas han empleado la democratizaci6n para generar y legitimar propues-
tas de reforma y c6mo han usado la globalizaci6n de la economia para justificar ref-
ormas educativas. El estudio finaliza discutiendo las complejas interrelaciones que se
producen entre estos procesos, incluyendo las tensiones entre intereses globales e int-
ereses locales que pueden surgir en una reforma educativa.

Pe3MoMe - BHEAPEH14E FJIOBAJ11I13AU4LH 11 ,TAEMOKPATH3AIA14I4 B
MECTHYIO HOJ11WTHKY: OE,PA30BATEJIbHAM PE(DOPMA B rOHKOHFE
14 HA TAAIBAHE - ,Ba nocnelAHHX aecsTHuneTHsx 6biur cBHseTeJUAMH Tpex

Ba)KHbix MeXKAyHapQIIHbIX TeHreHUHI: yBeIiHteHA qHcJIa aemoKpaTHqeCKHX

rOCyzapCTB, 3KOHOMHMeCKOH rjio6aBIH3aUHH U o6pa30BaTeJbHbIX pe4OpM B CBeTe

BbI30BOB HOBOrO Tbc1iMeneTrH. bimmlmoe qHcjio HcceiAOBaHHr 3aTpOHyJ1O

o6pa30BaTeiEHble nepemeHb] B, OTHoiueHHH Hjiu rno6ajui3aUHH,, Hi ,teMo-

KpaTH3alIHH, HO MaJIO rOBOpHJIOCb 0 CJIOiKHbIX B3aHMogerCTBHIx MexCy 3THMH

TpeM,q npolleccaMi. B CBeTe Hd,aaBHHX o6pa30BaTenbHbE1X pediOpM B rOHKOHre H

Ha TajiBaHe, B JaHHOH cTaTbe H3yqaeTCA MeCTHbIH Xapaicrep o6pa3oBaTeJmbHOr

nOAHTHKH B 3noXy rno6anH3aumH. OcnapHBaloTcA Te TeopHH rjio6anH3auimH,

KOTOpbIe npeymeHbuIalOT po0Jb roCynapCTBa H npeyBeJIRqHBaIOT cHny

rIo6aAH3auHM Hag foKan2bHb1MH 4aKTopaMH. B qacTHocTH, 3,aeCb mccjietyeTcs,
KaK npaBHTeJbCTBa 3THX RBYX KHTaUiCKHX o6meCTB HCriOjib3WOT AeMO-Kpa-
TH3Baumo Ans Toro, qTo6bi nHOO,aHTh H y3aKOHHTb coAepfKaHHe pecopmEl, H

3KOHoM I4qecKyto rno6antI3anuHo, qTo6bi onpaB,aaTb o6pa3oBaTeJmHbie pe4opmbI. B
3aKntoqeHHe, B gaHHoll CTaThe o6cyxK,aafoTcAs CJO)KHbie B3aHMOOTHoiueHHX Mexc,"y
3TUMH rlpOoueCCaMH, BKJjiOMqSa TpeHHS! Meexgy rjlo6aJlbHblMH H .iOKaJbHbiMH

npo6neMaMu s o6pa30BaTenbHoRi pe4opMe.
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Educational Reform in Hong Kong and Taiwan

The last two decades have witnessed a rise in the number of democratic
states as well as increased economic globalization and educational reforms in
many countries, as they prepare for the challenges of the new millennium. A
great deal of research has been conducted on educational change in relation
to either globalization or democratization, but little of it has explored the
complex interactions between these three phenomena. Hong Kong and Tai-
wan provide interesting cases for examining how the interaction of globaliza-
tion and democratization contributes to educational reform. They also
challenge globalization theories which tend to minimize the state's role and
exaggerate the dominance of global influences over local players.

This study examines the local nature of educational policies in a globalized
age, with reference to two 'pseudo-states' - Hong Kong and Taiwan. Both
possess many characteristics of a state, but do not fully enjoy this status
under international law. Under the principle of 'one country, two systems',
Hong Kong is a special administrative region of the People's Republic of
China and enjoys a high degree of autonomy in internal and external affairs,
with the exception of military and foreign affairs (National People's
Congress 1990). In particular, Hong Kong retains executive, legislative, and
judiciary powers. Unlike Hong Kong, Taiwan is a de facto political entity
with its own independent government and army which are not subject to any
higher administration, even though the People's Republic of China claims
Taiwan as an inalienable part of China. Since losing the seat in the United
Nations representing China to the People's Republic of China in 1971,
Taiwan has not regained the status of sovereign nation-state recognized by
the international community because of pressure from the People's Republic
of China. These subtle issues of international status and recognition, how-
ever, are discussed in other studies (Law 2002).

When Hong Kong and Taiwan decided to reform their education systems
in response to the pressures of democratization and economic globalization,
they also re-designed their citizenship education programs and emphasized
such generic and transnational skills as English and information and com-
munication technology (ICT). The present contribution explores the ways in
which educational reforms have focused on the elements of globalization that
enhance the pursuit of global capital.

Democratization and economic globalization have strongly influenced
educational reforms in these two Chinese societies, particularly since the
1990s, and have, to different extents, supported domestic players and con-
cerns. The translation of these global forces into local realities has been
facilitated and/or constrained by domestic players, needs, and conditions.
Though aided by other education stakeholders, the governments of Hong
Kong and Taiwan have been important facilitators of these processes as
well as the principal selectors and interpreters of global imperatives for
education such as the development of transnational skills. However, their
educational reforms have uncovered new dilemmas such as the following:
conflict between expanded participation in, and the pace of, educational
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planning; conflict between the desire to spread global skills yet emphasize
local concerns such as domestic language and technology divisions; and an
intensification of the competition between international, national and local
languages in school curricula. This study provides a broad discussion of
educational reform in the context of globalization and democratization with
reference to Hong Kong and Taiwan, examining the processes and sub-
stance of that reform and associated issues of global/local fension. (Due to
limitations on length, no attempt is made to deal with the influences of
globalization and democratization on the re-design of citizenship curricu-
lum in these two societies. This topic merits a separate comparative analy-
sis, although up to now only a few studies have been conducted on each
society. These include Law (2002), Leung and Leung (2001), Morris (2002),
and Tsai (2002).)

Educational reform, economic globalization, and democratization

Since the 1980s, the international flow of capital, goods, services, informa-
tion, and people, aided by developments in information and communication
technology, has accelerated and intensified throughout the world. These glo-
bal changes have affected economic, political, social, and cultural activities at
various levels (Featherstone, Lash and Robertson 1995; Held, McGrew,
Goldblatt and Perraton 1998; Giddens 1999). They have been widely dis-
cussed in studies of globalization, but as yet no standard definition or model
has been found that transcends the various academic disciplines (Hirst and
Thompson 1996; Clark 1999). Radical proponents of economic, political and
cultural globalization emphasize the convergent effects of these global
changes in various arenas of human activity (Waters 1995). However, despite
the unprecedented growth of interconnection and interdependence between
peoples around the world, the aspect of convergence in globalization has
clearly been oversold (Veseth 1998). The influence of globalization extends
far beyond issues of convergence. It is seen in the tensions between globaliza-
tion and localization, and the diversity of national or local responses to these
tensions (Held, McGrew, Goldblatt and Perraton 1998; Schmidt 1999).

Similar tensions can also be found in education systems. Economic global-
ization and the pursuit of global capital require a redefinition of manpower
and a readjustment of institutional infrastructures. In education, the changes
brought on by globalization have been.manifested via various channels and
mechanisms as reforms of structures, modes of financing, administration,
and curricula (Green 1999; Carnoy 2000; UNESCO 2000; Astiz, Wiseman
and Baker 2002; Carnoy and Rhoten 2002). These channels and mechanisms
include educational borrowing from other countries, either voluntary or
involuntary, with or without adaptation to local needs and conditions (Dale
1999). Mediators or carriers of globalization include transnational corpora-
tions, agencies and donors (such as Microsoft, the International Monetary
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Educational Reform in Hong Kong and Taiwan

Fund, UNESCO, and the World Bank) as well as nation-states and local
political, economic and educational elites, particularly those with strong
international ties (Dale 1999; Marginson 1999).

Among these mediators, nation-states tend to be the principal agents in
interpreting global imperatives for education within their national systems.
Radicals (e.g., Usher and Edwards 1994) have predicted a loss of control by
nation-states over their education systems, and ultimately their dissolution.
However, others are sceptical of such an extreme prognosis (e.g., Green
1997), pointing out that there is little evidence to suggest an abandonment of
national education systems. In fact, many nation-states are using the chal-
lenges of economic globalization to support,their efforts to reform or restruc-
ture their education systems (Blackmore 1999).

The widespread fear of losing ground in international economic competi-
tion has generally led to a focus on education as a means of improving
human resources, enhancing productivity, and increasing capital (Stewart
1996; Crump 1999; Ratnavadivel 1999). This concern is reflected in recent
education-reform initiatives in many countries, among them Singapore, the
United Kingdom, and the United States (National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education 1983; Department for Education and Employment of the
United Kingdom 1997; Ministry of Education of Singapore 1998). Despite
considerable convergence in rhetoric and objectives, national education
systems differ greatly in policy details, processes and structures because they
emerge from different circumstances (such as economic structures and man-
power arrangements, political traditions and institutions, and knowledge
traditions) and develop at different paces (Green 1999).

Tensions between the convergence-pressures of economic globalization and
the diverse responses to it also appear in school curricula. In many societies,
the primary aim of curricular reform has been to promote particular skills
for living in the global market such as global awareness, social skills, prob-
lem-solving ability, and, especially, proficiency in information and communi-
cation technology and foreign languages. There is a popular expectation that
information and communication technology will enable a fundamental shift
in pedagogy from teacher-dominated learning models to an emphasis on
diversified knowledge sources and interactive learning beyond classroom
boundaries (Gough 1999; Boyd 2000; Sani 2000). An extraordinary amount
of money has already been invested in training teachers in information and
communication technology, establishing infrastructures in schools as well as
in local or national intranets. Moreover, in many non-English-speaking soci-
eties, English is taught as the first foreign language because it is important
for international relations and use of the internet. Some countries, such as
the People's Republic of China, have extended English courses from second-
ary to primary education. All of this suggests that education is being seen as
the primary means of promoting the "skills of globalization" (Marginson
1999). On the other hand, both Green (1999) and Selwyn and Brown (2000)
have argued that differences in political economy and in perceived needs and
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values lead to divergent developments in national ICT-policies and -infra-
structures. The cases of Hong Kong and Taiwan, as discussed below, demon-
strate the complicated tension in learning between international languages
and local languages.

In the latter half of the 20th century, a global wave of democratization
coincided with economic globalization. The number of democratic states
(those in which leaders are elected through a party system and multiple can-
didatures) rose from 22 in 1950 to 119 in 2000 (International Bureau of Edu-
cation 2001). Despite their concomitance, there is no conclusive evidence of
a direct relationship between economic globalization and democratization.
Some see the spread of democracy as an element of globalization. Giddens
(2000), for example, argued that the increasing availability of information as
a result of information and communication technology furthers democratiza-
tion. Other scholars have warned that economic globalization may trivialize
democracy and freedom (Jones 1999). According to its broad criteria for
democratic governance (which include a system of representation, separation
of powers, vibrant civil society. and independent media), the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) (2002) points out that, of the new democ-
racies, some have reverted to authoritarianism (e.g., Pakistan), some have
become 'pseudo-democratic' (e.g., Zimbabwe), while many others waver
between democracy and authoritarianism with limited political freedoms and
rights. The UNDP further contends that the international community inevi-
tably suffers from 'democratic deficit' because people do not directly elect
their representatives to major international organizations such as the United
Nations Security Council, the World Bank, and the World Trade Organiza-
tion.

Democratic changes are often articulated through educational reforms.
These changes and reforms may even be regarded as two 'indivisible and
intrinsically related parts' of the same historical dynamic (Carr and Hartnett
1996). This can be seen in the decentralization of power over education in
countries such as Argentina, Spain, South Africa, and the former socialist
states of Central and Eastern Europe (Hanson 1996, 1997; Heyneman 1998;
Sayed 2002). Democracy can be strengthened through various educational
processes and mechanisms (Davies 1999; Gutmann 1999). McGinn (1997)
suggested that communities with strong democratic traditions are best
equipped to shape their education systems in accordance with selected
elements of globalization.

Notwithstanding the trend away from centralization mentioned above,
there has also been a trend towards centralization in some traditional democ-
racies. For example, despite strong criticism and opposition, the British gov-
ernment increased its control over education by introducing national
curricula and by instituting quality-assurance mechanisms that hold schools
accountable for the use of taxpayers' money (Department for Education and
Employment of the United Kingdom 1997). This example illustrates the
experience that, even in an established democracy, the state does not neces-
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sarily share power completely with other stakeholders in policy-making pro-
cesses at all levels. On the contrary, democracy ensures that the elected gov-
ernment has a legitimate mandate to pursue its agenda in spite of popular
opposition to certain policies. At the same time, the people have a formal
channel, in the form of popular elections, through which the government can
be held accountable for poor decisions and performance.

Studies of the relations between educational reform, economic globaliza-
tion, and democratization are scarce. Nevertheless, studies of education and
globalization can shed light on educational reforms in Hong Kong and
Taiwan, while those of education and democratization can help to explain
how the governments share control over education with other stakeholders.
None of these studies can explain, however, how both governments have
used globalization issues to push large-scale educational reforms, and, more
specifically, how they adapted global imperatives on education and balanced
them with local concerns through democratic educational reform movements.
The present study sets out to analyze the complex range of issues involved in
this process. It argues that, to different extents, both democratization and
globalization promote pluralism and equal opportunity for education stake-
holders at various levels, enabling them to contribute to educational reform
in both societies. However, the advantages of participatory educational
reforms can also be undermined by problems arising from local consultation,
and the spread of global skills can be limited by the inertia associated with
local conditions and socio-political demands.

Internal democratic processes and the momentum for educational reform

Taiwan and Hong Kong launched educational reform movements in the mid-
and late-1990s, respectively. These movements formed an integral part of the
democratization process since they involved devolution of power, as both
governments began to share policy-making with other agencies. This consen-
sual approach was not initiated directly by conventional education bureaucra-
cies: the Education and Manpower Bureau and Education Department in
Hong Kong, and the Ministry of Education in Taiwan. Instead, both Hong
Kong and Taiwan adopted a common pincer approach, that is, they used a
mediating agency to force the education bureaucracy to reform the entire edu-
cation system by applying pressure from the heads of government above and
from civil society below. In addition, territory-wide public consultations
involved a maximum number of education stakeholders in forming public
policies, thus enhancing the credibility of reform recommendations in socie-
ties whose heads of government still lacked full democratic legitimacy.

In both societies, the pincer approach enhanced the popularity of the gov-
ernment, whose legitimacy was under increasing challenge, particularly in the
initial stages of democratization. Until its return to the People's Republic of
China in 1997, Hong Kong was a British colony and Britain appointed its
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Governor. Taiwan, meanwhile,: was under the leadership of the Kuomintang
for nearly five decades. Representatives of the National Assembly, which was
dominated by the Kuomintang until 1996, elected its president.

Since the early 1980s, the governments of Hong Kong and Taiwan have
taken significant steps towards democratization, beginning with the legaliza-
tion of suppressed political bodies and the toleration of activities that were
deemed rebellious by the past political leaderships (Law 1997, 2001). In
Taiwan, political deregulation led to a series of internal political struggles
between the Kuomintang and opposition parties, ending with a peaceful
transfer of power from the Kuomintang to the largest opposition party, the
Democratic Progressive Party, in 2000. Now Taiwan is a democracy in which
citizens elect the heads of government, from president to local chiefs, along
with members of the legislative Yuan and councils at other levels.

Compared to Taiwan, Hong Kong's road to democracy has been less
direct: Hong Kong experienced an increase in popular representation on the
Legislative Council (and district boards) before the handover to China in
1997, followed by a reduction in the years after the handover (Law 1997).
Notwithstanding the latter development, the Chief Executive, unlike the Gov-
ernor in the colonial period, was elected to his second term in 2001 by an
Election Committee, which comprised 800 Hong Kong citizens chosen from
various sectors and professions. The democratic value of this process is
undermined by the fact that these individuals constitute only a tiny minority
of the population and had to be acceptable to the central government. The
Basic Law promises that the Chief Executive and all members of the Legisla-
tive Council will eventually be elected by universal suffrage (National People's
Congress 1990, Articles 45, 68). The Basic Law gives the Chief Executive and
the Legislative Council the discretion to decide when to hold popular elec-
tions, as of 2007. However, mrany people in Hong Kong have lost faith in
democratic development because of recent developments threatening citizens'
freedoms of speech and association. For example, the government attempted
an amendment to Article 23 of the Basic Law concerning state security and
anti-subversion (Security Bureau 2002). Only after 500,000 people demon-
strated on I July 2003 did the administration withdraw the proposal, promis-
ing to revise it so that it would be acceptable to the people of Hong Kong. In
April 2004, enthusiasm for democratization was dampened by the decision of
the National People's Congress Standing Committee that universal suffrage
shall not apply to the election of the Chief Executive in 2007 and the Legisla-
tive Council in 2008.

Bearing in mind differing degrees of democratization, the political climate
of educational administration and school management changed in both
Hong Kong and Taiwan in the 1990s, as the education bureaucracies began
to include other education stakeholders in policy-making at various levels.
Formerly, education authorities tightly controlled schools' curricula, admin-
istration, staffing, and expenditures (Education and Manpower Branch and
Education Department 1991; Huang 1995; Zhu and Dai 1996). However, as
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the legislature and councils in both societies became subject to public elec-
tions in the 1980s, education officials at various levels were invited or sum-
moned to these bodies to explain new policies and to report their progress
on a regular or ad hoc basis. While education authorities in both Hong Kong
and Taiwan are seeing their roles shift from micro-management to macro-
supervision, there are clear differences, both in terms of objective and intent,
in the ways power has devolved. Since the Teachers Law was enacted in
1995, the Taiwan government has tried to give power directly to teachers
rather than to their schools (Legislative Yuan 1995). In contrast, the Hong
Kong government attempted to devolve power to school-management com-
mittees (the highest authority of governance) and diversify their membership
-to include representatives of teachers and parents (Education and Manpower
Branch and Education Department 1991; Advisory Committee on School-
based Management 2000, 2001).

The pincer approaches to educational reform in both Chinese societies,
which naturally resulted from the relaxing of their education administrations,
shared four major similarities. As a first step, an approach was adopted simi-
lar to that taken in Japan (Government of Japan 1988), where a mediating
educational reform agency, led by elites with a strong global outlook and
international ties rather than the education bureaucracy, was given the task
of reforming the entire education system. The Taiwan Commission on Edu-
cation Reform (CER) was created on an ad hoc basis and led by Lee Yuan-
tze, a Nobel laureate and president of Academia Sinica (the most prestigious
research institution in Taiwan). The Hong Kong Education Commission
(EC), a longstanding and important education advisory body, was led by
Anthony Leung, the chairman of a multinational bank. The second step was
to give the chairpersons of the reform agencies in Taiwan and Hong Kong a
clear mandate to review educational problems, articulate educational issues,
and make recommendations for restructuring the system. Unlike their Japa-
nese counterparts (Schoppa 1991), they were both given full autonomy, and
their heads of administration did not intervene in the review processes or
become involved in creating the agendas for discussion. They submitted their
final reform recommendations directly to the heads of the government,
rather than to the education bureaucracies. In the third phase, reform agen-
cies justified comprehensive educational reform by conveying the urgent need
to rectify long-standing education problems and prepare pupils for the chal-
lenges of economic globalization. Fourth, both reform agencies held numer-
ous public hearings, seminars, and workshops to consult with as many
education stakeholders as possible (i.e., school authorities, teachers, par-
ents, employers, community leaders and politicians) in order to encourage a
broad debate on how best to reform education (Hong Kong Education
Commission 2000; Taiwan Commission on Education Reform 1996). These
consultative exercises resulted in the following general consensus: Pupils, par-
ents, and teachers were suffering; the educational system was unable to pre-
pare pupils for the challenges of the new millennium; -and comprehensive
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educational reform of both the system and the curriculum was necessary and
urgent.

The pincer approaches adopted in Hong Kong and Taiwan differed in one
vital respect: the way the respective governments received their agencies' pro-
posals. This can be accounted for by a difference in the interactions between
key players associated with the educational reforms. In Hong Kong, the
Education Commission's final recommendations were submitted to the Chief
Executive, and then discussed and endorsed by the Executive Council as the
government's new educational policy. The Education and Manpower Bureau
and Education Department were 'forced' to accept these proposals and
asked to design specific measures to implement them. In Taiwan, by con-
trast, the Commission on Education Reform's recommendations were not
final. As a result of its proactive approach, the Executive Yuan gave the
Ministry of Education a chance to use the Commission on Education
Reform's final report, alongside other reports, as the basis for developing its
own reform plan (1996) which led to the final Comprehensive Plan of Educa-
tion Reform in 1997.

Differences in the roles and responses of the educational bureaucracy and
civil society during the reform movements led to different treatments of the
respective commissions' proposals. In Hong Kong, the Education Commis-
sion primarily initiated and set the agenda for public discussions, through
which it solicited views on its proposals. The educational authorities played
a supporting role in organizing and promoting activities for the Education
Commission. School-sponsoring bodies, schools, teachers, pupils, and the
public all were invited to participate in these consultations and were encour-
aged to organize their own discussions. Although some dedicated groups
occasionally commented on educational policies during and after the consul-
tation period, no conspicuous, organized civil-education movement emerged.

By contrast, the Ministry of Education and civil-education groups in
Taiwan competed with the Commission on Education Reform to set the
reform agenda and articulate educational problems and issues. Indeed, the
Commission on Education Reform was set up in response to the emergence of
organized civil education movements. After martial law was lifted in 1987,
civil-education groups, such as the April 10th Education Reform Alliance,
began to flourish and gradually developed into three main civil-education
movements that respectively lobbied for university autonomy, reform in pri-
mary and secondary education, and teachers' human rights (Xue 1996). In
order to regain its leadership in educational reform, the Ministry of Education
in Taiwan adopted a more proactive approach. During the consultation per-
iod, the Ministry published an unprecedented report that reviewed past educa-
tional achievements, explained its position on various educational issues, and
outlined its plans for educational reform in the late 1990s and early 21st cen-
tury (Ministry of Education 1995). The Ministry of Education proposed that
the Commission on Education Reform adopt the report as an important refer-
ence document, and educational officials put across the government's posi-
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tions in different public forums, including those organized by civil-education
groups.

Such politically decentralized educational reforms came at a cost. First,
the use of mediating reform agencies in both Hong Kong and Taiwan under-
mined the credibility of the education bureaucracies and involved a tacit
admission that their conservatism was a barrier to educational reform. Addi-
tionally, the authority of education officials was undermined, and, in the case
of Hong Kong, even marginalized. Second, many public consultation semi-
nars focused on complaints from schools, teachers, parents, pupils, and the
local community about education officials, and from other education stake-
holders about schools and teachers. Third, during the consultation period,
which lasted about two years, the Hong Kong and Taiwan public (including
teachers and parents) were often unsure about who should frame and lead
the reform - the education-reform agency or the education bureaucracy -
and which of the two would most faithfully interpret and implement their
recommendations. Finally, the lengthy educational reform processes inevita-
bly delayed decisions. It should be noted here that despite an increase in
accountability to their citizens through elected bodies, the Hong Kong and
Taiwan governments do not necessarily consult widely with educational
stakeholders on other policy-making issues as they did with recent
educational reforms.

Economic globalization as an external challenge for educational reform

Two major, interlinked points of discussion emerged from the participatory
education-reform movements of Hong Kong and Taiwan: the inadequacy of
their educational systems to prepare pupils for the challenges of the new mil-
lennium and the urgent need to change this. It is argued here that economic
globalization provided an opportunity for both governments to reposition
their economies and reorient their education systems. This is demonstrated
by the manner in which they accommodated global imperatives in education
and curriculum reforms, particularly the emphasis on learning English and
information and communication technology as transnational skills.

Education and curriculum reforms for economic globalization

Taiwan's and Hong Kong's labor-intensive economies of the 1950s were
transformed in compliance with the global market of the 1990s. They
became, respectively, an important producer of information technology and
an international financial center. Despite these changes, and following the
Asian financial crises of the late 1990s, Hong Kong and Taiwan, like Austra-
lia, Singapore, and the United States, have been fearful of losing ground to
other countries, especially in Asia, in the competition for global capital. Both
have planned to diversify their strengths in order to compete with emerging
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economies, particularly Mainland China. Also, both have predicted that they
will need more highly qualified manpower, for example, in the areas of
languages, information and communication technology, and research and
development (Education and Manpower Bureau 2000a; Executive Yuan
2002).

The governments of Hong Kong and Taiwan have declared that their cur-
rent education systems cannot' adequately meet these new manpower needs,
but they still believe that education, once reformed, can help to maintain
and enhance their capacity to compete in the global economy. In Hong
Kong, the Education Commission (2000: 27) delivered a strongly worded
warning to the government and the public: "The world has changed, so must
the education system." The changes proposed included replacing the indus-
trial economy with a knowledge-based economy and rapidly developing an
infrastructure for information and communication technology. The Taiwan
Commission on Education Reform issued similar warnings. Both govern-
ments proposed reorganizing their educational systems and have accordingly
adopted global policy objectives and themes. The global requirements identi-
fied for education include promoting life-long education; re-emphasizing the
quality of pupil's experience; reorganizing subjects into key learning areas so
as to develop a broad knowledge-base among pupils as well as the ability to
think critically and innovate; promoting multicultural education and foster-
ing of global awareness and outlook; and raising levels of professionalism
among teachers (Taiwan Commission on Education Reform 1996; Ministry
of Education 1997; Hong Kong Education Commission 2000).

Curricula can reveal how educational reform affects teaching and learning in
schools. Following their broad education reform proposals, Hong Kong and
Taiwan developed new curricula for primary and junior secondary schools
(Ministry of Education 2000; Curriculum Development Council 2001, 2002).
They intended to change their examination orientation and subject bound-
aries, which together have been blamed for inhibiting the cultivation of inno-
vative and flexible manpower for the knowledge-based economy (Table 1).
The first change proposed was a movement away from a subject-based curricu-
lum to an integrated one, specifically within the framework of key learning
areas. The purpose of this change was to help blur the conventional bound-
aries between subjects, to enhance the continuity of the primary and secondary
school curricula, to eliminate the artificial and early streaming of pupils into
art, science, and commercial groups, and to equip them with a broader knowl-
edge-base. Another intended change common to both systems was a new
emphasis on achieving basic competencies across the different key learning
areas, moving away from simple rote learning and the mere transmission of
knowledge on traditional subjects. Despite different wording, the basic compe-
tencies included in both programs include personal and social skills (e.g., crea-
tivity, critical thinking, communication and collaboration) and transnational
skills for survival in the globalized knowledge economy (e.g., foreign lan-
guages, information and communication technology, and global awareness).
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Table 1. Comparison of curriculum reform proposals for primary and junior secon-
dary education in Hong Kong and Taiwan

Hong Kong Taiwan

Key learning areas
Eight areas: Chinese; English;
mathematics; personal, social, and
humanities education; science;
technology; art; physical education

Basic competencies
Nine types of basic skills: collaboration;
communication; creativity; critical
thinking; information technology;
numeracy; problem-solving;
self-management; study

Seven areas: languages (including Chinese,
English, local dialects and indigenous lan-
guages); mathematics; nature, science and
technology; health and physical education;
social studies education; art; integrated
activities

Ten types of basic skills: self-under-
standing and development of potential;
appreciation, performance and invocation;
expression, communication and sharing;
ability to respect others, care about society
and team cooperation; cultural learning
and global understanding; planning,
organization and practice; science, applied
science and information technology;
exploration and research; critical thinking
and problem-solving.

Sources: Curriculum Development Council 2001; Ministry of Education 2001.

The proposed curriculum changes confront three major obstacles in both
Taiwan and Hong Kong. First, while the determined, large-scale promotion
of curriculum reform aroused many teachers' hopes, many others remain
pessimistic and have adopted a 'wait-and-see' approach, justified not least by
the failure of past reform initiatives. Many teachers working within both sys-
tems have been unable to respond to curriculum changes that require greater
professional ability because they are already over-burdened with administra-
tive tasks. Consequently, they have been criticized for their lack of ability to
adapt and for an over-reliance on textbooks (Zhou et al. .2000; Cai 2001).
Second, schools are generally not ready to integrate those subjects that
would require deploying new teachers and retraining others, particularly
where the subjects are seen as out-dated or less essential. This problem is
more serious in secondary than in primary education because there are more
subjects that require specialized teacher training. Also, there is a greater gen-
eral pressure on pupils and schools due to examinations, which are still used
as a major mechanism in selecting pupils for higher education. Third, tea-
cher-education providers in both educational systems are also not ready for
the changes, since their programs are still mainly geared to the traditional
division of subjects. Fortunately, there are signs that teacher-education sys-
tems are beginning to develop interdisciplinary programs for in-service and
pre-service teachers.
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Emphasis on information and cqmmunication technology and English
as transnational skills

The teaching of information anid communication technology and foreign lan-
guages in Hong Kong and Taiwan has received special attention because of
the importance of both to pupils' mobility and communication in the
increasingly globalized economic and information networks. Both govern-
ments circulated ICT-master plans for education and invested millions of
dollars on ICT-infrastructure in schools and for teacher training (Education
and Manpower Bureau 1998; Ministry of Education 1998, 2001). Both gov-
ernments expected ICT to change teacher-centered and textbook-bound
modes of learning in favor of an emphasis on more interactive and pupil-
focused learning with diverse sources of knowledge. To achieve this, teachers
are expected to use ICT for a certain percentage of class time and prepara-
tion: 20% in Taiwan and 25% in Hong Kong. Consequently, both govern-
ments have established criteria for their teachers' ICT proficiency. While
working teachers are required to reach ICT benchmarks within specific peri-
ods, new teachers must reach a certain level before even joining the profes-
sion.

As is the case with ICT, the learning of foreign languages has become
increasingly important in both of these Chinese societies. In contrast to the
decline of Portuguese in Macao, which was returned by Portugal to the
People's Republic of China in 1999, English has not been demoted in Hong
Kong since the former colony's return to the People's Republic of China in
1997. On the contrary, economic globalization and new developments in ICT
have increased the importance of English. The post-colonial government
even officially advocated a policy of biliteracy in Chinese and English and
trilingualism in Cantonese, English, and Putonghua. For over a century of
British rule, English in Hong,Kong had been seen as a key to upward aca-
demic, social, and career mobility (Johnson 1998). It was the predominant
foreign language in nearly every local school, from pre-school to secondary
level. Despite this, many employers and teachers complain of declining profi-
ciency in English (as well as Chinese) among graduates, while some parents
and educators also question the proficiency of English-language teachers.

Hong Kong has adopted a series of measures to improve pupils' language
proficiency. To create an Anglophone learning environment, the Hong Kong
government has provided each public secondary school with a native-speak-
ing English teacher (NET) since 1998, and introduced a similar scheme for
public primary schools, with one native-speaking English teacher serving
every two schools by 2002/03. The government now requires all serving Eng-
lish-language teachers (and Putonghua teachers) to pass language proficiency
assessments or prove their exemption by 2006, and, starting in 2004, all new
English-language teachers must meet a basic language proficiency standard
before beginning employment (Education and Manpower Bureau 2000b).
Among further measures adopted was a requirement, introduced in the early
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1990s, that universities set exit examinations in English proficiency. The offi-
cial adoption of a voluntary English examination as the common English
proficiency assessment for all graduating university students began in 2002/
2003 (University Grants Committee 2002).

Unlike Hong Kong, where pupils start learning English in kindergarten, the
compulsory learning of English in Taiwan used to begin only at junior sec-
ondary level. In 1998, nearly half of Taiwan's primary schools offered English
lessons on a voluntary basis, while many children also took lessons at supple-
mentary schools (Chou 2002). In 2001, under the pressure of economic glob-
alization, the central government began officially providing compulsory
English lessons to primary grade five across the island, and in eight of the 25
counties and municipalities these lessons were extended down to primary one.
Subsequently, the central government compelled schools to extend English
lessons down to primary three by 2005. Unlike in Hong Kong, English lan-
guage teachers in Taiwan have not yet been required to pass a proficiency
assessment. Moreover, in the new national development plan (2002-2007),
Taiwan's central government committed itself to improving the English lan-
guage environment across the island. The plan promised to enhance the entire
population's English proficiency, extend English language assessment for
aspiring senior civil servants to lower entry levels, and deliberately create an
Anglophone environment by converting road signs, building names, shop
names, and restaurant menus to a bilingual (Chinese and English) format by
2008 (Executive Yuan 2002). In 2003, the central government revised the
Employment Services Law, allowing native English teachers to serve not only
private, but also public schools; and it began to recruit over 3000 of these
teachers for public primary and junior secondary schools.

Challenges to the promotion of transnational skills

The general adoption of information and communication technology and
English as transnational skills in the Hong Kong and Taiwan education sys-
tems has resulted in a disparity between schools and thus challenged the vitali-
zation of local/national languages. In Hong Kong, the language-divide and
the disparity in the availability of ICT between urban and rural areas is not
obvious because of the territory's small geographic area and a blurred demar-
cation between urban and rural areas due to the rapid development of the lat-
ter. Furthermore, nearly all public schools receive the same financial provision
and support from the government. Nonetheless, there are marked differences
between linguistic and ICT aptitudes because of differences in pupils' back-
ground and support of families and schools. In particular, the medium of
instruction policy of 1997, as will be explained later, has begun to institution-
alize and reinforce, rather than dissolve, the divide between pupils of schools
using English as the medium of instruction and those using Chinese.

In contrast to Hong Kong, regional disparities in ICT and foreign-lan-
guage proficiency in Taiwan are wide and complex. Three major factors con-
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tribute to differences between pupils' conditions for learning English. The
first of these concerns the more pronounced Anglophone environment in
urban areas: In cities such as Taipei, pupils see English on bilingual restau-
rant menus and on road signs and meet foreign tourists. The second differen-
tiating factor concerns the disparate financial power of local governments,
which leads to variations in when pupils begin learning English: Rich county
and municipal governments often offer English lessons starting in primary
grades one or two, rather than at grade five as required by the Ministry of
Education. The third factor relates to the pupils' socio-economic back-
ground. On average, parents in cities have higher incomes than those in rural
areas. Many wealthy parents, whether in cities or rural areas, send their chil-
dren to learn English beginning in kindergarten. They also may send them to
after-school tutors and English immersion programs in New Zealand, the
United Kingdom, or the United States. While many parents realise that
starting English at a young age does not necessarily guarantee better profi-
ciency later, they do not want their children to be at any disadvantage, since
high English examination scores are still an important condition for admis-
sion to senior secondary and higher education. A similar distinction pertains
in Taiwan between those who have access to ICT and those who do not
(Chen 2002; Wu 2002). Fortunately, the Taiwan government recognizes the
seriousness of both inequalities and has suggested some measures to limit
them (Executive Yuan 2002).

Hong Kong and Taiwan, as a result of their basic demographic make-up
and recent socio-political changes, exemplify the difficulties of promoting
both English and local languages in the school curriculum. Ethnic Chinese
are dominant in both societies. Hong Kong has a population of seven mil-
lion, comprising Han Chinese (95%) and other nationalities, including
Filipinos (2.1%), Indonesians (0.8%), British (0.3%), and Indians (0.3%)
(Census and Statistics Department 2002). The official languages of
Hong Kong are English and Chinese, the latter having only gained official
status in 1974. Taiwan has a population of 23 million, consisting of Han
Chinese (98%), as well as ten indigenous ethnicities and a further 60 non-
Han minorities (Government Information Office 2002). Of current residents,
15% either moved or had ancestors who moved to Taiwan with the Kuo-
mintang from Mainland China in the late 1940s. Since then, Mandarin, the
major language of the mainlanders, has been the only common national oral
language (and is slightly different in pronunciation from Putonghua, which is
used in the People's Republic of China). The rest of the population are
known as 'native Taiwanese': those who had arrived, or whose ancestors had
arrived from Mainland China, before the late 1940s. About three-quarters of
them speak Minnanese and one-quarter speaks Hakka. No local dialects or
indigenous languages have been given an official status.

Recent socio-political changes in Hong Kong and Taiwan provide a very
important opportunity for vitalizing the role of local/national languages in
the school curriculum. In Taiwan, Mandarin has been the common med-
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ium of instruction in schools, and local dialects were prohibited until
recently. After the political liberalization of the late 1980s, various social
and political groups began to call for the preservation of native languages,
particularly indigenous languages and Hakka, which had been excluded
from the school curricula and marginalized in society generally (Law 2002).
In the late 1990s, the central government finally gave in to these demands
and incorporated native languages into the new education curricula,
although without according them the same status as Mandarin. Since 2001,
primary school pupils, regardless of their provincial affiliations, and
depending on their schools' resources, have been required to take one or
two lessons a week in a native language (Minnanese, Hakka, or one indige-
nous language). Junior secondary pupils can take one native language as
an elective subject (Taiwan Ministry of Education 2000). The government
is also drafting a law to give 14 native languages the same legal status as
Mandarin.

In Hong Kong, the use of the principal dialect, Cantonese, as the medium
of instruction in schools, and the learning of the national oral language
(Putonghua), received much attention with the return of sovereignty to the
People's Republic of China. Hong Kong has been in a dilemma regarding
whether to use Chinese or English as the medium of instruction, particularly
in secondary schools (Adamson and Lai-Auyeung 1997; Johnson 1998;
Pennington 1998). Formerly there was no official policy on medium of
instruction (Mol), although Chinese was used in most primary schools.
Before the return to China in 1997, most secondary schools used or claimed
to use English, which was generally-preferred by pupils and their parents.
Immediately before the handover to China in 1997, the Education Depart-
ment introduced unprecedented guidance on the medium of instruction, with
a view to promoting mother-tongue education and rectifying the problems of
mixing Chinese and English in class (Education Department 1997). As a
result, 223 secondary schools were forced to change their medium of instruc-
tion to Chinese at secondary levels one to three beginning in 1998, and 114
secondary schools (mostly those with greater prestige in the eyes of teachers
and pupils) were allowed to use English. The proportion of teaching periods
using Chinese in non-language academic subjects reportedly increased from
33% in 1998/1999 to 56% in 2001/2002 (Education Department 2001).
Meanwhile, Putonghua, the official national oral language, has become
increasingly important in Hong Kong's school curricula. Unlike in the rest
of the People's Republic of China, the central government has refrained
from imposing Putonghua as the medium of instruction in the schools of
Hong Kong in the interests of maintaining the territory's political stability
and international status. Despite this, in 1998, Putonghua was officially
incorporated as a core subject into the curricula of primary and secondary
schools, and the number of primary schools offering it as a timetabled sub-
ject increased from 468 in 1997 to 780 (94%) in 1999, and from 272 to 411
(97%) in secondary schools over the same period.
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The handover of Hong Kong to the People's Republic of China has seen
a major change in the linguistic divide - from the colonial division between
English and Chinese to a new three-way division between English as an
international language, Putonghua as the national language shared with the
People's Republic of China's economic and political elites, and Cantonese
as the common dialect. The new division also indicates the different inter-
nal perceptions of Hong Kong as either a predominately Cantonese-speak-
ing society, a special administrative region of the People's Republic of
China, or as a member of the global economy. In contrast to this three-
way divide in Hong Kong, the language divide in Taiwan reflects a dual
perception of Taiwan as a member of the international economy and an
independent political entity that is separate from the People's Republic of
China.

Discussion

Whether the more comprehensive nature of education, and particularly the
curriculum reforms in Hong Kong and Taiwan, can help prepare pupils for
the challenges of economic globalization in the 21st century remains to be
seen. In any case, the educational reforms in Hong Kong and Taiwan repre-
sent an interesting and complex interplay between the ideologies of democra-
tization and economic globalization and partly explain the gap between
policy intent and policy action in the translation of global imperatives into
local realities (Figure 1). Globalization and localization are two aspects of
the same phenomenon (Robertson 1995; Blackmore 1999). In preparing
pupils for the challenges of an increasingly interconnected and interdepen-
dent world, educational reformn and related policies need to address both glo-
bal demands and local needs. But the process of translating global
imperatives for education is always intertwined with local processes of social
change (in the cases of Hong Kong and Taiwan, the most significant of these
being democratization) and educational reform that are facilitated and/or
constrained by local players and conditions. This interweaving in turn gives
rise to tensions between global and local concerns in globalization-oriented
educational reform.

Globalization and democratization as important impetuses to educational
reform

The cases of Hong Kong and Taiwan not only challenge Jones' (1999) warn-
ing that globalization trivializes democracy, but also demonstrate how eco-
nomic globalization, combined with democratization, can provide an
important impetus towards educational reform. Despite their differences, the
development of democracy in both of these Chinese societies support the
pincer approach as an alternative to top-down or bottom-up strategies for
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Figure 1. The local nature of education policy in the globalizing world
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globalization-focused educational reform. Both globalization and democrati-
zation, in fostering the qualities of openness and plurality, can provide
,space' for international and local players to manoeuvre and accommodate
both global and local concerns. In particular, the government and local elites
must be seen not just as mediators or carriers, but also as selectors and inter-
preters of globalization, based on local needs and conditions. In addition to
promoting certain transnational skills in the school curricula, they can use
the notion of globalization to convince the public of the need for urgent
reform. Despite the inevitable need for more time and effort, and possible
confusion about the role of educational bureaucracy in leadership, consulta-
tive exercises are a good means of spreading a sense of urgency as widely as
possible. They also help to solicit and promote collective understanding for
large-scale educational reform, to develop consensus on its directions and
contents, to address long-standing educational problems, and to legitimate
the adoption of selected global imperatives for education. Working with a
mediating reform agency, empowered by both the head of the government
from above and the people from below, can further help to spur the tradi-
tional education bureaucracy into action, if only to assert itself, and make
additional or even alternative recommendations to those of the reform
agency.
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Tensions between global and local concerns in educational reform for economic
globalization

The translation of global imperatives for education into a local process, as
argued here, is subject to thd constraints of local players and conditions,
thereby exposing three major interrelated tensions at a domestic level. The
first of these tensions concerns 'the difference in the pace and readiness of dif-
ferent players, particularly government and teachers, for curriculum changes
in response to selected global imperatives. The need to develop flexible and
reflexive manpower for economic globalization, as urged in the general dis-
course on globalization (Ratinoff 1995; Giddens 1999), can provide an
opportunity to remodel the school curricula. However, curricular changes
cannot happen overnight. Remodeling of curricuia inevitably creates a gap
between reform idealists (such as government and local elites) who press for
changes, and reform implementers (including teachers and teacher-education
providers), who are relatively conservative or even reluctant to change. The
gap can be narrowed only when the former can offer more time, understand-
ing, and support to the latter.,In particular, as shown in the cases presented
here, teachers, who play a key role in curricular reform, require psychologi-
cal preparation to arouse and sustain their belief in reform, as well as
retraining to help them acquire new skills and re-acquaint themselves with
curricula and pedagogy.

The second tension relates to the growing disparity in local pupils' access
to global skills. The idea that education provides an important incubator
for agents of globalization and a primary means of disseminating the
"skills of globalization" (Marginson 1999) is seen in practice in many soci-
eties, including Hong Kong ahd Taiwan. The emphasis on learning English
and information and communication technology-skills in preparation for
economic globalization can mean that these skills are transformed from sta-
tus symbols into necessities. However, the process of disseminating global-
ization skills merely reduces, rather than eliminates, domestic language and
technological divides, thus taking us from the classic divide between the
'haves' and 'have-nots' to al newer one between the 'haves' and 'have-
lesses'. This can be explained iby the fact that the extent of dissemination is
often determined more by domestic needs and conditions (e.g., the govern-
ment's financial support and the school environment) than by external
pressure. Moreover, acquiring! foreign-language proficiency and ICT-skills is
arguably socio-economically 'related: Pupils from rich families have more
opportunities and better conditions for learning than those from poor fami-
lies.

A third and more subtle tension arises from the balance between the eco-
nomic and socio-political purp4 oses of education. In many countries that view
economic success in the global market as vital to national survival (such as
the People's Republic of China and many Southeast Asian countries), the
economic function of schools, has dominated the political agenda of educa-
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tional reform, and "globalism has placed a premium on the enhancement of
the individual's sense of personal identity" (Porter 1999: 9). However, the
proliferation of certain global skills, such as international languages, is not
purely an issue of economics and manpower; it also requires socio-political
considerations. The challenges of economic globalization, and the mainte-
nance and development of domestic socio-political identity play an equally
important role in the survival of these countries. As noted by Watson
(2000), non-English-speaking societies are forced to choose between promot-
ing English under pressure of globalization or promoting indigenous lan-
guages. In societies like Hong Kong and Taiwan, the complex interactions
between economic globalization and domestic socio-political changes can
provide a space for both the international language (English) and national
and local languages, thereby avoiding not only the global domination of the
former, but also the domination of economic factors in education. On one
hand, the status of English in many non-English-speaking economies has
changed from the language of the elite to an important skill for all people
because of the pressing economic need to pursue capital beyond geopolitical
borders. On the other hand, the use of national and native languages, as
symbols of national and local identity, has become as important as fluency
in English as a symbol of global identity. If non-English-speaking societies
have languages that are important in the global economy and can be estab-
lished as international ones, they are in a better position to resist the domi-
nation of English. The economic importance of Putonghua in Hong Kong
and Mandarin in Taiwan has increased because of the blessing of the Peo-
ple's Republic of China, whose rising economy has drawn the world's atten-
tion, particularly since its accession to the World Trade Organization in
2002.

Conclusion

This study has demonstrated the local nature of educational policy in a 'glo-
bal' age, with particular reference to educational reforms in Hong Kong and
Taiwan that have responded to changes in the wider contexts of democrati-
zation and economic globalization. It has also discussed major issues arising
from the complex interactions between the three processes of democratiza-
tion, globalization and education. Both cases challenge some of the predic-
tions of the globalization experts and show that economic globalization does
not necessarily trivialize democracy, minimize the role of state, or lead to the
domination of international over national or local languages. Despite the
lack of a direct relationship, democratization and economic globalization
share qualities of openness and plurality, and have been equally important
stimulators of educational reform. As in the political system, democratiza-
tion in education, as a local power-sharing process, has created space and
mechanisms for local players to exercise their rights and duties. In addition,
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it has allowed immediate local Iconcerns to be aired within debates over edu-
cational reforms. The translation of global imperatives for education into
local realities is a local process requiring local support and resources. There-
fore, it depends on facilitating and constraining domestic players and local
conditions. As a result, local concerns and global imperatives for education
intersect with and sometimes reinforce each other, as shown in the complex
issue of the dissemination of selected global skills, including foreign lan-
guages and information and communication technology.

However, caution should be observed concerning the dissemination of glo-
bal skills. The importance of ICT and particularly foreign languages
should not be over-emphasized. There are many other types of knowl-
edge, experiences, and skills (such as basic life and social skills, critical think-
ing, and aesthetic appreciation) that are equally worth learning and
equally important to human survival and fulfilment in an increasingly inter-
linked and complex world. The promotion of global skills should also not
take precedence over support for pupils whose interests, needs, abilities
and future careers are not necessarily related to ICT or foreign languages.
Despite the challenges of economic globalization, what they need are
perhaps simple vocational foreign-language ability and minimal ICT-
skills for their jobs and daily lives. Thus, global and local concerns
should be carefully balanced when formulating and promoting educational
policies. S

The overwhelming domination of English on the internet and in the
school language curriculum in non-English-speaking societies can be miti-
gated to some extent if international languages become more varied in a
global age. On one hand, in non-English-speaking societies like Hong Kong
and Taiwan, schools and parents should not blindly pursue the learning of
English and see it as more prestigious than their local/national languages.
On the other hand, more effort should be given to promoting other inter-
national languages. It is a good sign that, compared to the 1980s, more
pupils in English-speaking societies are today learning languages of other
countries, including Asian ones. In addition, more people who come from
English-speaking societies do business or earn their living in other countries
and communicate fluently in local languages - for example, Japanese, Pu-
tonghua, and Russian. If the diversification of international languages can
be promoted further, pupils in English-speaking societies will have more
opportunities to learn other countries' languages, and the pressure on
pupils in non-English-speaking societies to learn English will be reduced to
some extent. This is consistent with the spirit of globalization (and democ-
ratization) that advocates, at least rhetorically, plurality and equality
among peoples and economies. To go global is, arguably, to become local
in different parts of the world; to experience, enjoy, and respect local cul-
tures; and to learn and communicate, though not necessarily fluently, in
local languages.
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